The Science of Slow Beauty

How it Works
Swiss Apple Stem Cells complex works to slow down the
aging process within the skin’s cells, allowing the skin to
recover faster against environmental transgressions, stress,
and chronological aging by mimicking the skin’s recovery
response of your youth; revealing more radiant, smoother,
and youthful looking hands.

Handprint hand serum delivers a slow aging
concentrated formula featuring Swiss Apple
Stem Cells.

Step 1 Massage 1-2 drops of Handprint Hand Serum
morning and evening. Allow the serum to seep into the skin
for 5 minutes.
Step 2 Apply Handprint Hydrating Hand Salve to the hands
to seal in moisture and to add a protective barrier following
Handprint Hand Serum.

Eco-Conscious Aspects
• Free of Synthetic Dyes, Fragrances, Parabens,
and Petrochemicals
• Made with 72% Certified Organic Ingredients
Made with

• Vegan

72%

• Biodegradable

Certified Organic
ingredients

Key Ingredients
Physical Characteristics

Swiss Apple Stem Cells deeply penetrate and
regenerate skin cells, promoting healthy youthful skin.
Delivers a high concentration of plant actives to renew
and restore hands back to their youthful radiance.
1 Fl Oz / 30 mL

Item #82164

4 Fl Oz / 118 mL

Item #82168

Fine Lines
& Wrinkles
Loose &
Thin Skin
Discoloration,
Sun & Age Spots
Dull & Rough Texture

Solutions with Key Ingredient
Organic Pumpkin Seed Extract Smoothes the appearance of fine lines
and wrinkles, improving skin vitality and tone.
Aloe Ferox Lifts and plumps the skin. Improves skin’s elasticity,
promotes regeneration, helps reduce the appeareance of wrinkles.
Organic Pumpkin Seed Extract improves skin elasticity with
collagen building enzymes.
Swiss Apple Stem Cells Restores and protects skin cells, improving
skin vitality and texture. Slows chronological aging and preserves
youthful look and vitality of your skin.
Licorice Extract Lightens and brightens skin, enhancing even pigment
distribution. Gives skin a more radiant appearance.
Organic Ginger Root Extract Protects against free radicals and
promotes radiance with natural chlorongenic acid to brighten the skin.
Prevents cell damage and reduces the signs of aging. Helps firm, tone
and hydrate skin.

